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Course Outcomes:
At the end of the course, the student will be able to
CO1: Explain the aircraft design process and structure of the aircraft
CO2: Discuss aircraft materials, manufacturing processes and structural analysis of aircraft structures
CO3: Apply the theory of beams for the design of aircraft structure
CO4: Apply the theory of torsion for the design of aircraft structure
CO5: Explain air worthiness, aircraft certification and aircraft structural repair

UNIT-I
Aircraft design process: introduction, phases of aircraft design, aircraft conceptual design process, conceptual stage, preliminary design, detailed design, design methodologies.
Introduction to aircraft structures: types of structural members of fuselage and wing section ribs, spars, frames, stringers, longeron, splices, sectional properties of structural members and their loads, types of structural joints, type of loads on structural joints aircraft loads, duration: aerodynamic loads, inertial loads, loads due to engine, actuator loads, manoeuvre loads, gust loads, ground loads, ground conditions, miscellaneous loads

UNIT-II
Structural analysis of aircraft structures: theory of plates- analysis of plates for bending, stresses due to bending, plate deflection under different end conditions, strain energy due to bending of circular, rectangular plates, plate buckling, compression buckling, shear buckling, buckling due to in plane bending moments, analysis of stiffened panels in buckling, rectangular plate buckling, analysis of stiffened panels in post buckling, post buckling under shear.
UNIT-III
Theory of beams-symmetric beams in pure bending, deflection of beams, unsymmetrical beams in bending, plastic bending of beams, shear stresses due to bending in thin walled beams, bending of open section beams, bending of closed section beams, shear stresses due to torsion in thin walled beams

UNIT-IV
Theory of torsion- shafts of non-circular sections, torsion in closed section beams, torsion in open section beams, multi cell sections, theory of shells-analysis of shell panels for buckling, compression loading, shear loading / shell shear factor, circumferential buckling stress.

UNIT-V
Airworthiness and aircraft certification: definition, airworthiness regulations, regulatory bodies, type certification, general requirements, requirements related to aircraft design covers, performance and flight requirements, airframe requirements, landing requirements, fatigue and failsafe requirements, emergency provisions, emergency landing requirements.
Aircraft structural repair: types of structural damage, non-conformance, rework, repair, allowable damage limit, repairable damage limit, overview of adl analysis, types of repair, repair considerations and best practices.
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